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LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER
I founded FoodShot Global in an effort to find a new model — a new path — for accelerating
positive
change in the food system. As a venture capitalist, I began to think that a new
FOREWORD
multi-stakeholder blended finance model was needed as part of a comprehensive tool kit
for global food systems change.
FoodShot Global is the organizational form that now embodies this idea.
Our mission is: to empower bold ideas and innovative companies to accelerate the transformation
to a healthy, sustainable, and equitable food system.
WE HAVE THREE MANDATES:

THIS IS A CRITICAL TIME IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMANITY AND
HUMAN SYSTEMS. WE HAVE TO BE
MORE URGENT, BOLDER, SMARTER, MORE
INCLUSIVE, MORE COLLABORATIVE,
MORE SCIENCE AND DATA-BASED AND
MORE INVESTED BOTH FIGURATIVELY AND
LITERALLY IN OUR SHARED FUTURE.”
VICTOR FRIEDBERG
CHAIRMAN & FOUNDER, FOODSHOT GLOBAL

FIRST MANDATE: To start with the problems first. Identify what problems we need to solve
and turn these problems into opportunities for investors and innovators.
SECOND MANDATE: To address those problems through a multi stakeholder, multi-disciplinary
approach. To collaborate.
Partnering is not enough. Collaboration, true collaboration, is harder. It requires a bending of
internal mandates and milestones, a re-alignment of siloed strategies to forge a path to shared
values, shared risk and shared opportunity.
THIRD MANDATE: To deploy capital in a longer horizon capital continuum, from investing in
groundbreaking early stage research to fast growth transformative companies. To do this we
have built a unique blended capital platform of equity, debt and non-dilutive capital.
This is a critical time in the development of humanity and human systems. We have to be more
urgent, bolder, smarter, more inclusive, more collaborative, more science and data-based and
more invested both figuratively and literally in our shared future.
In my view, food and agriculture is the pivotal fulcrum for the future. It is the leverage point
at which human health, sustainability and climate change systems converge. And how these
systems converge has profound geopolitical consequences.
Will this be a world with equal access to the basic human need of food or will there be a
widening gap between the haves and the have nots? Will food become a delivery system
designed to strengthen the health of our societies and our planet, or will it continue to
perpetuate chronic disease, lost human potential, and environmental degradation?
We are just beginning to understand the true nature of these interdependent systems: our
planetary systems, human systems and food and agricultural systems. But I’m convinced that
if we get food and agriculture right in the coming decade, the breakthroughs will position
human society on a more healthy, sustainable, equitable and ultimately peaceful path.

Victor Friedberg
CHAIRMAN & FOUNDER, FOODSHOT GLOBAL
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MISSION: EMPOWERING
BOLD IDEAS AND INNOVATIVE
COMPANIES TO ACCELERATE
THE TRANSFORMATION TO A
HEALTHY, SUSTAINABLE, AND
EQUITABLE FOOD SYSTEM

WE SHARE A
BELIEF THAT
FOOD SHOULD BE:

HEALTHY
Meets global nutritional
needs, supports optimal
health, and eliminates
toxins or additives that
compromise human health.

INTRODUCTION TO FOODSHOT GLOBAL
Achieving systemic change in the global food system
means taking big risks – approaches that are radically
new, not just incrementally better. We believe science,
technology, entrepreneurs, investors and social change
agents hold the key to turning big risks into big
opportunities and rewards. For FoodShot Global this
means feeding a growing human population safely
within planetary boundaries.
FoodShot Global unites ideas, people, technologies,
policies, funding organizations, and other resources in an
innovative investment platform to achieve a healthier,
more sustainable, more equitable food system. The annual
FoodShot Global Challenge identifies scalable, impactful,
and inspired solutions; and it awards funding to companies,
individuals, and organizations whose transformative ideas
– MoonShots for Better Food – will forge a food future that
can nourish and sustain the planet.

6
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SUSTAINABLE
Maximizes the environmental
benefit to natural resources,
increases climate change resilience,
and supports the lasting economic
and social health of communities.

EQUITABLE
Increases the availability of
healthy, affordable food to
all and respects the basic
human rights of all workers.
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PARTNERS
FoodShot Global’s strategic ecosystem includes

Finally, FoodShot awards equity, debt, and prize dollars

a group of world-class food system leaders

to the finalists. But FoodShot goes beyond funding by

representing academia, investment, industry,

providing finalists with guidance, advice, and capacity

philanthropy, and innovation.

building resources. FoodShot is fundamentally about

•

FOUNDING PARTNERS: Rabo F&A Innovation

solving big problems through collaboration. That’s

Fund, Generation Investment Management,

why FoodShot and its collaborators are committed

MARS, The Innovation Institute for Food and

to engaging with the finalists even post-financing.

Health at UC Davis, The Rockefeller Foundation,

FoodShot finalists have access to a supportive

The Builders Initiative, Armonia, and Stone Barns

ecosystem and extensive network of assets that

Center for Food and Agriculture.

provide a robust and strategic pathway to greater

VENTURE PARTNERS: S2G Ventures, Acre

scale and impact.

•

Ventures, Activant Capital, The Yield Lab,

FOODSHOT GLOBAL IS NOT A SINGULAR
ORGANIZATION. IT IS AN ECOSYSTEM OF
WORLD-CLASS, MISSION-ALIGNED VENTURE FUNDS,
BANKS, CORPORATE STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS, AND
FOUNDATIONS THAT MAKE UP AN INTEGRATED
CAPITAL PLATFORM OF EQUITY, DEBT, NON-DILUTIVE
CAPITAL, AND INDUSTRY RESOURCES.

Grantham Foundation, Yamaha Motor Ventures,
and ASW Venture Partners.
•

RESOURCE PARTNERS: The Nature Conservancy,
The Soil Health Institute, The Path Foundation, the
Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research,
and Sall Family Foundation.

FOODSHOT CHALLENGE
Each year, FoodShot selects a FoodShot Global
Challenge — something that is currently an obstacle
to the healthy, sustainable and equitable food system
that we seek, ranging from soil health to food waste.
All FoodShot partners are engaged in the challenge
selection process, which is based on extensive
outreach to food system experts and an analysis of
the challenge’s global relevance, urgency, potential for

CAPITAL CONTINUUM
FoodShot Global is not a singular organization. It is
an ecosystem of world-class, mission-aligned venture
funds, banks, corporate strategic investments, and
foundations that make up an integrated capital
platform of equity, debt, non-dilutive capital, and
industry resources. Truly transformative innovations
in food require longer gestation periods. FoodShot’s
continuum of capital access spans early grants into
research, seed and venture stage investments, debt,
and growth capital that can support a longer 10-15
year horizon. Winners have access to capital, guidance,
mentorship, and capacity-building resources to support
science and technology development, commercialization,
scaling, and building markets.

impact, and more. Next, FoodShot issues a global call
for entrepreneurs, researchers, and advocates to submit
their business, research, or policy proposals for funding
consideration. FoodShot also identifies experts in the
challenge topic area to provide issue-specific insights
and nominate candidates for the GroundBreaker Prize.
FoodShot and its network of expert advisors vet and
STONE BARNS CENTER FOR FOOD & AGRICULTURE

review submissions for boldness, viability, and impact
to determine the best-of-class candidates.
ANNUAL REVIEW | FOODSHOT GLOBAL
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FINALISTS

OUR TEAM

Whether businesses, researchers, or social enterprise

FoodShot’s team has significant experience across food and agriculture, from investment to

and policy organizations — are considered for the

government to entrepreneurship. With their broad networks and systems perspectives,

variety of their capital needs:

FoodShot is well-positioned to give entrepreneurs and innovators the guidance, advice,
resources, and support they need to advance within a broader strategic ecosystem:

•

EQUITY: A funding group of mission-aligned
equity funds invests up to $10 million in FoodShot’s
finalist companies. FoodShot’s rigorous process
selects finalists based on alignment to the challenge,
as well as potential to scale and ultimately yield
return on investment.

•

DEBT: In addition to equity investments, FoodShot
offers finalists debt financing asan alternative to
equity investment or in combination. Both equity and
debt platforms are allocated for for-profit companies.

•

PRIZE: Food system transformation requires
world-class research and support for novel ideas
about business models and public policy. To
create tailwinds for the next generation, FoodShot’s
Groundbreaker Prize awards an annual prize of

VICTOR FRIEDBERG

SARA ECKHOUSE

CHAIRMAN & FOUNDER

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Since co-founding S2G Ventures in 2014, Victor has

As Senior Advisor to Secretary Tom Vilsack at the U.S.

emerged as one of the top thought-leaders and VCs

Department of Agriculture, Sara focused on local and

in food and agriculture in the USA. He led investments

regional food systems, organic agriculture, and healthy

in Beyond Meat, Ripple, Maple Hill Creamery, FishPeople,

food access. Sara launched and managed programs to

Lavva, Ataraxis and Apeel Science, among others. In

support sustainable agriculture, and has firsthand

2016 Victor was named by Forbes as one of the

knowledge of opportunities and challenges of combining

Top 25 consumer investors and influencers.

sustainability with profitability in food value chains.

RAJIV SINGH

AN WANG

CO-CHAIRMAN

PROGRAM & INVESTMENT DIRECTOR

Rajiv is a strategic advisor and investor, serving

An has worked in the field of venture capital, innovation,

corporations, funds, entrepreneurs and professionals

private equity, and corporate finance. She founded

with a focus on innovation, value creation and

ASW Venture Partners to invest in and support

corporate finance. He served as CEO for Rabobank

innovative and impactful companies in food and

North America Wholesale Banking where he directed

agriculture globally. Previously, she sourced, evaluated

the bank’s corporate and institutional client activities

and executed venture and real asset investments for

in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. He also led the launch

Better Food Ventures and Agriculture Capital.

over $500,000 to up to three individuals doing
groundbreaking work in science and technology
R&D, early stage entrepreneurship, or public
policy and engagement.

of Foodbytes, MIT Food Prize, and Terra.

10
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OUR MISSION AT THE FOUNDATION FOR FOOD AND
AGRICULTURE RESEARCH (FFAR) IS TO INVEST IN
ACTIONABLE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE RESEARCH AND
SUPPORT NEXT GENERATION SCIENTIFIC TALENT. FFAR
IS PROUD TO SUPPORT THE FOODSHOT GLOBAL
CHALLENGE, AS THIS PROGRAM DIRECTLY ALIGNS WITH
OUR MISSION AND INVESTS IN PIONEERING RESEARCH.
THE FOODSHOT GLOBAL CHALLENGE IS AN EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY TO EMPOWER TOP SCIENTIFIC TALENT
TO THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX TO SOLVE SOME OF
AGRICULTURE’S MOST INTRACTABLE CHALLENGES.”
SALLY ROCKEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FOUNDATION FOR
FOOD & AGRICULTURE RESEARCH

FOOD IS THE CENTERPIECE OF CULTURE AND HEALTH,
ANDAGRICULTURE IS THE ENGINE FOR OUR FOOD SYSTEM;
WE AS A GLOBAL COMMUNITY URGENTLY NEED TO
ADDRESS THE CHALLENGES FACING THE FOOD SYSTEM.
IN ASIA, WE ARE EXPERIENCING THIS ON THE GROUND AS
WE STRIVE TO CREATE A FOOD SYSTEM THAT WORKS
FOR EVERYONE. AT PATH FOUNDATION AND THROUGH
OUR FAMILY’S MULTI-GENERATION WORK IN BOTH FOOD
AND AGRICULTURE IN ASIA, WE ARE KEENLY INTERESTED
IN CREATING A FOOD SYSTEM THAT IS HEALTHY,
SUSTAINABLE AND EQUITABLE. FOODSHOT GLOBAL IS
A PLATFORM THAT IS INVESTING IN TRANSFORMATIONAL
RESEARCH AND COMPANIES THAT ARE ADDRESSING
THESE GLOBAL CHALLENGES.
DANAI PATHOMVANICH
CHAIRMAN, PATH FOUNDATION

FOODSHOT’S REACH AND DEPTH
INTO EACH TOPIC IT SELECTS,
REPRESENTS THE TYPE OF
IMPACTFUL PROGRAM STONE
BARNS CENTER SEEKS TO
ASSIST IN THE INTEREST OF
REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS.”
DAVID BARBER
FOUNDING PARTNER, STONE BARNS CENTER
FOR FOOD & AGRICULTURE

I HAVE BEEN HONORED TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO WORK WITH FOODSHOT AND SEE IT TRANSFORM FROM
A CONCEPT TO A FULLY OPERATIONAL INNOVATION ENGINE.
THE COMMUNITY THEY HAVE BROUGHT TOGETHER HAS
NOT ONLY PROVIDED ME UNPARALLELED TIME WITH AN
AMAZING NETWORK OF LEADERS ACROSS THE FOOD
SYSTEM, THE INSIGHTS GAINED HAVE HELPED THE
INNOVATION INSTITUTE FOR FOOD AND HEALTH AT UC
DAVIS PIVOT OUR STRATEGIC RESEARCH AND EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING PROGRAMS TO BETTER ALIGN WITH THE
GLOBAL INNOVATION NEEDS IN THE FOOD SYSTEM.”
JUSTIN SIEGEL
PROFESSOR & FACULTY DIRECTOR OF THE INNOVATION
INSTITUTE FOR FOOD AND HEALTH AT UC DAVIS

12
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NOTE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SARA ECKHOUSE
In our inaugural year, we sought to demonstrate that FoodShot Global’s collaborative model could
catalyze innovation and investment to transform the food system. We successfully deployed prize and
equity capital to advance the work of world-class researchers and entrepreneurs, all while contributing
to our partners’ strategic missions. In the coming year, FoodShot will innovate on our own platform by
providing new investment vehicles, a deeper international ecosystem, and broader post-investment
capacities to better serve our innovators and partners. Together, we will continue to strive for a
healthier, more sustainable, and more equitable world.

INAUGURAL CHALLENGE: INNOVATING SOIL 3.0
Soil began its journey as a mixture of organic matter

Not only can healthy soil improve agriculture’s ability

and minerals, creating an evolutionary ecosystem that

to adapt to climate change, it can actually mitigate

enabled agriculture to take root – this was Soil 1.0.

climate change via soil carbon sequestration. In our

With the advent of synthetic fertilizers and industri-

inaugural annual Challenge, FoodShot Global aimed to

alized farming, soil has become a delivery medium

identify breakthrough solutions that create the new soil

for chemicals to fight weeds and pests and maximize

operating system – Soil 3.0 – in which advances in

yields – this is Soil 2.0. While yields have indeed

biology, chemistry, data, genetics, machine learning,

increased, this system is destroying soil organic matter,

and technology re-establish a symbiotic relationship

turning soil into dirt, leaching fertilizers, and creating

between agriculture and soil in our modern food system.

an over-reliance on irrigation, reduced capacity to
withstand drought, and higher input costs for farmers.

FoodShot consulted with soil health experts from

Ultimately, Soil 2.0 cannot meet the demands of a

universities and businesses around the world to

growing global population and a resource-constrained

determine critical sectors for soil health innovation

planet where we have to grow more with less. We

and investment, identifying a number of key

need a new soil operating system.

focus areas:
•

Input efficiency and optimization to shift

There is an urgent need to shift global agricultural

agriculture from extractive to regenerative

production systems from extractive to restorative

commodity production systems

practices that establish soil as the foundation for a

•

Replenishing hydrological systems

healthier, more sustainable, and more equitable 21

•

Improving crop resistance to drought/pests/disease

century food system.

•

Reduced deforestation and clearance of

ST

THERE IS AN URGENT NEED TO
SHIFT GLOBAL AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS FROM
EXTRACTIVE TO RESTORATIVE
PRACTICES THAT ESTABLISH SOIL
AS THE FOUNDATION FOR A
HEALTHIER, MORE SUSTAINABLE,
AND MORE EQUITABLE 21 ST
CENTURY FOOD SYSTEM.

ecosystems
•

Elimination of nitrogen-based fertilizers through
biological based soil amendments and
alternatives to chemical inputs

•

14
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Carbon and nutrient sequestration

DORN COX, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, WOLFE’SNECK CENTER
FOR AGRICULTURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
WINNER OF $35,000 GROUNDBREAKER SEED PRIZE
ANNUAL REVIEW | FOODSHOT GLOBAL
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HEALTHY
Reduced or eliminated
pesticide/herbicide/
fungicide/fertilizer load and
exposure to toxic chemicals;
improved nutrient availability

WHAT I LIKE A LOT ABOUT FOODSHOT
GLOBAL IS THE VISION OF SYSTEMS
INVESTMENT AND THE GREAT INSIGHT
THAT IF WE AIM FOR HEALTHY AND
SUSTAINABLE FOOD-SYSTEMS WE
HAVE TO START WITH THE SOIL.”

FOODSHOT
MISSION
ALIGNMENT

SUSTAINABLE
Increased yields and climate
change resilience, improved
land and water-use efficiencies,
and support for biodiversity
and ecosystem restoration

EQUITABLE
New and globally
accessible digital, biological,
and hardware tools
that enable greater
farmer profitability

GOAL #2

GOAL #6

UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS ALIGNMENT

UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS ALIGNMENT

End hunger, achieve food
security and improved
nutrition, and promote
sustainable agriculture

Ensure availability and
sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all

GOAL #12

GOAL #13

GOAL #15

UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS ALIGNMENT

UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS ALIGNMENT

UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS ALIGNMENT

Ensure sustainable
consumption and
production patterns

Take urgent action to
combat climate change
and its impacts

Protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertification,
halt and reverse land degradation,
and halt biodiversity loss

FoodShot also aligned the
challenge of Innovating Soil
3.0 with our overall mission of
a healthier, more sustainable,
more equitable food system,
and with the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

GERLINDE DE DEYN
PROFESSOR IN SOIL ECOLOGY, WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY

16
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APPLICATION, NOMINATION,
AND REVIEW PROCESS
FoodShot Global launched its inaugural challenge,

Not only were the applications diverse in terms of

Innovating Soil 3.0, in September 2018 at the Global

geography, FoodShot received applications from all

Climate Action Summit in San Francisco. Founder and

stages of companies – from newly formed pre-seed

Chairman Victor Friedberg emphasized the urgency

stage that were still developing prototype models to

and the tremendous opportunity that innovations in soil

growth-stage businesses with international operations,

health represent for the food system and the planet.

and everything in between. We also found that

FoodShot began accepting applications from for-profit

entrepreneurs and innovators were using a great

companies for the GroundBreaker Equity Award and

range of technologies and approaches to tackle

simultaneously put out a call for nominations of re-

the challenge of soil health.

searchers, social entrepreneurs and policy advocates
for the GroundBreaker Prize. In addition to the

There was a clustering of work around soil microbiome,

launch event, FoodShot’s call for applications and

new sensing technologies, genetic and genomic se-

nominations was distributed via a number of media

quencing, predictive analytics, and machine learning

articles in AgFunder, TechCrunch, Business Insider,

and AI. We were excited to see innovations and tech-

The Spoon, Devex, and other outlets, as well as via

nological advances in biology, chemistry, robotics, and

podcasts and at the World Economic Forum’s

computer science, being applied to our vision of a “new

Sustainable Development Impact Summit. FoodShot

soil operating system” that will in the future allow us

also leveraged our global partnership to encourage

to monitor, predict, improve and mitigate “soil change”

applications from around the world.

through innovative science, technology and business

176 75
GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE

NOMINEES ADVANCING

NOMINATIONS

TO ROUND TWO

235 104 41
GROUNDBREAKER EQUITY

APPLICANTS ADVANCING

6 CONTINENTS AND OVER

APPLICATIONS

TO ROUND TWO

40 COUNTRIES

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES ADVANCING TO ROUND TWO

models. There was also significant interest in alternaThe call for applications and nominations specifically

tive management and business models to help farmers

identified key areas for R&D and investment, including

adopt better soil health practices and achieve financial

low-cost, integrated, multi-parameter soil sensors;

success.

visualization systems via satellite, drones, and spectral
imaging; robotics; predictive analytics; precision
agriculture; biological-based crop protection and
soil nutrient enhancements; CRISPR and Synthetic
Biology for applications to soil; soil carbon sequestration
technologies; soil microbiome technologies; farmer
education and Peer-to-Peer learning systems; and land
management tools that promote Soil 3.0 land practices.
The response was tremendous. FoodShot Global
received hundreds of submissions from around the
world, including 6 continents and more than 40 countries

18
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GROUNDBREAKER EQUITY AWARD
APPLICANTS BY SECTOR

GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE NOMINEES
BY SECTOR

Small-Holder

Agro-Forestry
Bio-Energy

Ecological Pest Control

Social Entrepreneurship

20
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CRITERIA
FOODSHOT CRITERIA

MISSION ALIGNED

For both the equity award and prize, the
top candidates were invited to provide
additional information about their work in
a more detailed application. Applications
and nominations were evaluated based
on the following broad criteria:

Address key pillars of a healthy,
sustainable, and equitable food
system and demonstrate meaningful
progress against the defined
annual Challenge.

From these filters we were able to focus on a short
list of companies that we put into initial diligence,
including data room review, live interviews, and market
and technology analysis. In identifying finalists, we were
not necessarily looking for companies that were already
operating globally, but it was essential that a company’s
technology or model was relevant to agriculture outside
of the U.S. and Europe. In addition, we focused on companies
that were differentiated in some way, whether by their
scientific rigor, unique integrated systems approach, early
success at achieving scale, potential as a technology
platform, or some other factor. We prepared investment
memos for each of the finalist companies and shared

GLOBAL IMPACT

SCALABLE

Ensure global relevance, with
the potential to materially improve
systems for the maximum number
of people around the world.

Contain an articulated pathway
from present stage to true growth
stage where financial viability and
global impact can be fully realized.

them with the investment committees of our Venture
Partners, who followed up with their own in-depth
diligence and IC processes. Groups of Venture Partners
then formed co-investor groups to collaborate on the
diligence and decide whether and how much to invest.
For the Prize, FoodShot’s Selection Committee evaluated
the top 20 candidates and interviewed the 9 finalists
before selecting the winners.

22

ACCELERATED

INVESTABLE

Exhibit measurable scale and
impact over a time horizon of
5-12 years, and facilitate future
innovation and systemic change.

Financially viable as measured
through leadership, business model,
strategy, performance, novelty,
intellectual property, and defensibility.
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THE GROUNDBREAKERS:
INNOVATING SOIL 3.0 FOODSHOT
GLOBAL GROUNDBREAKER
EQUITY AWARD WINNER
$3 million equity investment in Trace Genomics from S2G
Ventures and Grantham Foundation, to revolutionize soil
management by mapping the microbiome of living soils.
•

Trace Genomics has developed the first analytics engine
that learns as it maps the living soil to help growers
maximize the value of every acre. Trace Genomics has
taken microbiome science to production scale by evaluating thousands of samples per week and generating
a database of hundreds of thousands of microbes. The
company uses high-throughput DNA sequencing, artificial
intelligence, and a growing database of microbial species
living in agricultural soils to identify and profile the soil
microbiome, interpreting key soil health and disease risk
indicators for every soil sample. Trace Genomics will use
the equity investment to revolutionize our understanding
of soil health and functionality by collecting ground-truth
measurements about the microbial life of soils.

•

AS A SOURCE OF UNBIASED DATA,
TRACE GENOMICS CAN HELP CONNECT
SOIL HEALTH TO YIELD GAINS AND MAKE
THE ECONOMIC CASE FOR FARMERS
AND BUSINESSES TO INVEST IN
IMPROVING SOIL HEALTH.

Trace Genomics helps growers optimize costs, manage
risk, and protect their soil as a capital asset. Trace Genomics
interprets key soil health and disease risk indicators for
every soil sample, delivering to growers actionable insights
about how to achieve more efficient nutrient use, how to
reduce input costs, how to reduce crop disease risk, and
which seeds, rotations or biological agents will work best
for their soils. The tests can also effectively gauge soil
health, carbon sequestration, and sustainable agricultural
production to help partners meet critical sustainability
goals, thereby providing the technical basis for changing
management practices at the farm level. As a source of
unbiased data, Trace Genomics can help connect soil
health to yield gains and make the economic case for
farmers and businesses to invest in improving soil health.

24
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DIANE WU AND POORNIMA PARAMESWARAN,
CO-FOUNDERS OF TRACE GENOMICS, WINNER OF
$3 MILLION GROUNDBREAKER EQUITY AWARD

INNOVATING SOIL 3.0 FOODSHOT GLOBAL
GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE WINNERS

INNOVATING SOIL 3.0 FOODSHOT
GLOBAL GROUNDBREAKER SEED PRIZE

$250,000 to Dr. Gerlinde De Deyn, Professor in

$250,000 to Dr. Keith Paustian, University Distinguished

$35,000 to Dr. Dorn Cox, Research Director, Wolfe’s

Soil Ecology, Wageningen University, to advance her

Professor, Department of Soil and Crop Sciences,

Neck Center for Agriculture and the Environment, to

extraordinary work to gain a mechanistic understanding

Colorado State University, to accelerate the global

support his ambitious vision of using a collaborative

of plant-soil interactions and their feedbacks to ecosystem

adaptation of his COMET tool system, which provides

Open Technology Ecosystem for Agricultural Management

functioning, including productivity, nutrient cycling,

farmers and land managers with sustainability metrics

(OpenTEAM) to democratize access to environmental

disease suppression, and soil carbon sequestration.

that can be used for decision support, as well as

data and provide universal access to site specific global

•

Dr. Gerlinde De Deyn will use the funding to

providing the information to effectively implement

agricultural knowledge.

advance her groundbreaking research on the role

policies that promote regenerative and conservation

•

of plant diversity and its impact on soil functionality.

based agricultural practices at scale.

OpenTEAM’s goal of creating an ecosystem of

Dr. De Deyn studies plant diversity in space (species

•

Dr. Keith Paustian will use the GroundBreaker Prize

open source tools that provide site-specific,

mixtures) and time (species succession/rotation),

to accelerate the adaptation of the cutting-edge

actionable knowledge -- regardless of scale or

using trait-based approaches to gain a mechanistic

COMET tool system to agricultural regions outside

production system -- by leveraging a rapidly

understanding of plant-soil interactions and their

the U.S. and subsequently to the entire globe,

evolving landscape of observational technology,

impacts on various chemical and biological processes,

configuring the system to operate as an open-source

remote sensing and modeling technology, data

including productivity, nutrient cycling, disease

tool that integrates country-specific inventory models.

visualization, and mobile and web-based decision

COMET makes available sustainability metrics

support tools. This model will create trust and

the prize will enable Dr. de Deyn to expand the proof

derived from dynamic, system-level model-data

interoperability across the ecosystem in order to

of principle to African soils and sorghum.

systems capable of providing robust, cost-effective,

democratize access to environmental data and

By using state-of-the-art molecular techniques and

science-based quantification of soil carbon,

provide universal access to global agricultural

isotope tracing to study the composition of soil

greenhouse gases and soil health indicators. At a

knowledge. The Seed Prize funds potentially

microbial communities, and by applying remote

very practical level, Dr. Paustian’s groundbreaking

transformational work that needs additional

sensing from spectral imaging, Dr. De Deyn has

tool allows for reliable quantification systems of

validation; by using the funding to demonstrate

detected and quantified plant-soil feedback effects

carbon sequestration/GHG emissions reduction,

initial results, the applicant is in a strong position

in agro-ecosystems. Understanding the combinations

increasing confidence on the part of: 1) governments

for the following year’s GroundBreaker Prize.

of plant species that reinforce each other’s positive

designing carbon-friendly ag policies, 2) agriculture

qualities (e.g. yield quality) and reduce each other’s

industry efforts to develop sustainable supply chains,

negative impacts (e.g. disease build-up) will allow

and 3) carbon finance to invest in climate-smart

farmers to rebuild soils and their functioning by

agriculture systems. FoodShot also recognizes

harnessing plant diversity and its microbiome,

tremendous opportunities to add further

enabling the production of nutritious food without

functionality and features that will empower

adverse effects on the environment. This work is

farmers to take center-stage in remaking our

unique in its multi-disciplinary approach and scope,

land use systems for maximum sustainability

as it integrates plant and soil microbial ecology,

and benefit to society.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Roy Steiner (The Rockefeller Foundation); Rajiv Singh
(FoodShot Global Co-Chair); Haven Leeming (The
Builders Initiative); GroundBreaker Prize Winners Dorn
Cox, Keith Paustian, and Gerlinde De Deyn; Danai
Pathomvanich (Path Foundation), LaKisha Odom
(Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research),
Victor Friedberg (FoodShot Global Founder/Chair),
Sara Eckhouse (FoodShot Global Executive Director).

suppression, and soil carbon sequestration. Specifically,

•

•

Dr. Dorn Cox will use the funding to support

greenhouse gas emissions (CO2 and N2O), nutrient
use efficiency, soil carbon and nitrogen sequestration
and remote sensing.
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GERLINDE DE DEYN, PROFESSOR IN SOIL ECOLOGY,

KEITH PAUSTIAN, UNIVERSITY DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR,

WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY, WINNER OF $250,000

DEPARTMENT OF SOIL & CROP SCIENCES, COLORADO STATE

GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE

UNIVERSITY, WINNER OF $250,000 GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE

EQUITY FINALISTS
AGROCARES

GROUNDWORK BIOAG

LOCUS AG

RABBIT TRACTORS

•

•

•

•

Soil sensor technology provides quicker, cheaper

fermentation technology to develop non-GMO,

compact, multi-purposed, autonomous and

with products that include the ‘Scanner’, a portable

to significant crop yield increase, water and fertilizer

organic-certified soil “probiotics” that improve

swarm-enabled Rabbits that decrease field

sensor that can be used to make on-site soil

savings (especially phosphorus, up to 50%), and

yields, increase root mass, enhance carbon

damage and maximize productivity.

analysis in real time, and the ‘Lab in a Box’, a

increased resilience to abiotic stress.

efficiency, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

•

Automation in production process keeps costs low

•

•

Creates the best autonomous platform, both
hardware and software, for agriculture, and

a conventional agricultural laboratory to provide

and cultivation protocols create high concentrations

are used across the U.S. to treat ~40,000 commercial

enables deployment of new tools that don’t work

information on over 100 parameters and test

from a large gene bank (38 species/strengths).

acres, with positive trials in over two dozen crops.

on traditional platforms. Open source, stacked

micro and macro nutrients on-site.

Product is concentrated enough to accommodate

Microbial solutions are made in modular units that

application allows for rapid prototyping and

Enables farmers, input producers and advisors to

high-volume professional seed treatment applications,

can be scaled easily and established quickly (within

reduces the barrier to entry for innovators

analyze nutrients in soil in a fast, affordable, and

enabling cost-effective coverage of mycorrhizae in

months instead of years) in any region or country,

developing new technologies.

reliable way to facilitate improved management

agricultural lands.

with a small footprint and low overhead costs.

Registered for sale in the U.S., Brazil, parts of

Local production and cold chain delivery eliminate

conventional to organic/ regenerative acreage with a

Working with partners around the world to serve

Europe, Israel, and soon in parts of Southeast Asia,

loss of potency to create treatments at up to

combination of soil testing and precision agriculture

Kenya and other countries in East Africa, India,

Mexico, and Canada. It is also suitable for organic

1000x the density of other available offerings

tools that can support better weed removal.

and Vietnam.

farming (OMRI, CDFA-OIM, Ecocert) and lasts

at competitive costs.

•

BIOME MAKERS

•

•

Rhizolizer products are registered in 33 states and

•

LUCENT BIOSCIENCES

Next Generation Sequencing techniques to identify

GROWCENTIA

the whole soil microbiome (+30K microbial species)

•

•

Set of applications can help producers transition from

TERRAGEN

about two years.
•

Replaces large tractors with multiple mobile,

balance and improve plant nutrient uptake, leading

of soil and increased yields.
•

Uses patented, microbrewery-type modular

and on-site results that are accurate and repeatable

stationary sensor setup that can be used to replace

•

Rootella® products restore soil’s mycorrhizal

•

•

Integrated precision agronomy and soil and crop

Addressing micronutrient deficiencies in alkaline

production technologies platform supports

Develops organically derived microbial additives

soils via Soileos, a sustainable, natural micronutrient

effective reduction in factors affecting long-term

and provide actionable information to farmers,

that enable growers and farmers to sustainably

fertilizer that increases crop yields without polluting

depletion of soils.

giving them metrics about disease risks, general

maximize plant health, quality and yield in high

the groundwater.

biodiversity losses, and/or nutritional shortcomings.

value specialty cash crops.

Great Land® product is a consortium soil conditioner

Soileos binds micronutrients to various natural

with 11 microbes that provides specific benefits in

Phosphorus solubilizing product is an OMRI-certified,

substrates, including coconut husks, rice husks,

encouraging plant growth, while reducing the need

characteristics that will lead to the development of

liquid microbial soil additive with a consortia of 4

straw, or hemp waste material, and features

for chemical fertilizers and inputs for insect and

new products for licensing or direct commercialization.

bacteria working synergistically to release P and

“Biological On Demand Release” that allows

disease control.

New service, Gheom, quantifies the effect of dif-

other micronutrients. Product is registered in

nutrients to stay available for plant roots without

ferent agricultural inputs and farming practices by

every state in the US and across 15 other countries,

leaching into the groundwater. Technology

recommend probiotic intervention strategies and

measuring changes in the microbial biodiversity

with 30 more countries in various stages of

eliminates potential of overdosing micronutrients,

organic treatment programs for optimal macro

and the correspondent biological activity of soils.

regulatory approval.

protecting plants from toxicity and preventing

and micro-nutrient management.

Proprietary technology platform allows for the

pollution of the local environment.

Building a valuable database of microbes and their

•

•

rapid development of microbial biostimulant

•

•

•

•

System uses the most up-to-date data possible to

Seeking organic certification of its compound in

solutions that can be manufactured with an

different jurisdictions, including Canada, the EU,

extremely consistent-culture, reducing production

and the U.S., and plans to scale in to row crops

costs and allowing for production scale-up with

around the world.

limited cap-ex requirements.
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PRIZE FINALISTS
ARIA MCLAUCHLAN, Co-Founder, Land Core

KENNY EWAN, CEO and Founder, WeFarm

•

•

•

Creating the first scalable, outcomes-verified land

Creating the world’s largest peer-to-peer knowledge

lease program, bringing together landowners,

sharing network for small-scale farmers used by

producers, third-party verifiers, and financial

over 1.4 million farmers in Kenya, Uganda and

partners to radically advance soil health

Tanzania, to solve problems, share ideas, and

adoption in America.

spread innovation - to improve their soil health

Using specific, consistent outcomes data (using

and their prosperity.

trusted, standardized testing protocols from

•

Building a digital ecosystem for small-scale

USDA’s Natural Resource Conservation Service)

agriculture that will connect millions of farmers

on the actual ecological and risk-mitigation impacts

worldwide to the information, farm inputs and

being made on every farm or ranch in the lease

financial services they need to feed their families

program to pave the way for meaningful crop

and the rest of the world.

insurance reform and a shift in all agricultural
lending practices.

MATTHEW WALLENSTEIN, Soil and Crop Sciences
Department Head and Professor at Colorado State

BASTIEN SACHET, CEO, Earthworm Foundation

University’s College of Agricultural Science and

•

Leveraging global value chains and the market

Co-Founder and Chairman of Growcentia

power of companies to measure, value, and

•

•

Developing scalable technologies and practices

restore soil health.

that enhance agricultural efficiency and profitability

Developing globally applicable Living Soils

while regenerating soil health by leading a group

Criteria and a mechanism to financially support

of exceptional scientists in unraveling the complex

farmers through the transition to healthy soils

interactions among microbes, soils, and plants, and

practices, creating a path to scale up conservation

recently in developing a soil carbon economy.

agriculture practices globally and providing

•

Using entrepreneurship to put advanced biological

companies a cost-effective way to measure

solutions in the hands of farmers around the world,

and manage their carbon footprints.

enabling them to grow healthy crops in the face of
increasing environmental stress.

CHINTAN VAISHNAV, Senior Lecturer in MIT’s Sloan
School of Management, and Academic Director of MIT

RACHEL BEZNER KERR, Associate Professor of

Tata Center for Technology and Design, and Visiting

Development Sociology at Cornell University’s College

Professor at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay

of Agriculture and Life Sciences

•

•

•

Building an information architecture that improves

Harnessing transdisciplinary, participatory methods

soil nutrient management in India via an on-farm

to test the use of agroecological practices in

sensing and recommendation system for smallholder

southern Africa and understand the implications

farmers to close their yield gap.

and interactions with environmental, social

Combining soil science with crowdsourced farmer

and health outcomes.

feedback to help risk-averse farmers understand

•

FOODSHOT IS A CREATIVE AND
POWERFUL WAY TO CONNECT AND ENGAGE
WITH THE MOST IMPACTFUL INITIATIVES IN
THE WORLD AROUND THE AGENDA OF
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE. IN ORDER TO
ADDRESS THE THREATENING ISSUE OF
CLIMATE CHANGE TO OUR CIVILIZATION,
WE ARE FOCUSED ON COLLABORATIVE
STRATEGIES ENGAGING THE BEST IDEAS,
PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS.
FOODSHOT HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO
BRING THOSE TO LIGHT.”
LARRY LUNT
FOUNDER AND CEO, ARMONIA

Linking farmers’ knowledge with world-class

contributors to their individual yield gaps and how

agronomic expertise to make possible new and

to minimize losses in transitioning from excessively

enduring transformations in the food system.

chemical to more natural or organic practices.
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POST INVESTMENT COLLABORATION
Building a post-investment innovation ecosystem that
helps innovators achieve scale and transformative
impact has always been a key part of FoodShot
Global’s vision. Since announcing our winners in June
2019, we’re thrilled to report that collaboration between
Trace Genomics and several of our partners, including

FOODSHOT GLOBAL’S NETWORK AND THE
CAPITAL AWARDED HAS POSITIONED US TO
INVEST MORE HEAVILY IN OUR SCIENTIFIC
CAPABILITIES TO HELP CREATE THE BELOW
GROUND METRICS NECESSARY TO GROW
HEALTHY AND RESILIENT CROPS. WE ARE
EXCITED TO HAVE A PARTNER WHO SHARES
OUR VALUES OF BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE
FOOD SYSTEM FOR GENERATIONS TO COME.”

Mars and UC Davis’s Innovation Institute for Food and
Health, is already being explored. For example, Mars
and Trace will likely pursue a project related to aflatoxin
and the microbiome. In addition, FoodShot is working
to connect prize and equity finalists with our partners
and external resources to further advance their
innovative and groundbreaking work around the world.
FoodShot will be collecting impact reports from all
prize winners after 6 months, 1 year, and after the full
use of funds. Prize winners will report on their specific
Innovating Soil projects. For example, Dr. Paustian will
report on the number of countries to which COMET
has expanded and the number of acres using COMET to
assess soil carbon. These reports will enable FoodShot
to quantify its success in advancing a healthier, more
sustainable, and more equitable food system.

DIANE WU, WINNER OF $3 MILLION GROUNDBREAKER EQUITY AWARD
TRACE GENOMICS, CO-FOUNDER & PRESIDENT
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REFLECTIONS & LESSONS
LEARNED: IN OUR FIRST
YEAR, WE SUCCEEDED IN
PROVING THAT FOODSHOT’S
COLLABORATIVE MODEL COULD
DRIVE CHANGE BY APPEALING
TO BOTH INNOVATORS AND
INVESTORS AROUND THE WORLD.
We attracted a world-class group of partners and found
hundreds of businesses that saw value in becoming
part of the FoodShot ecosystem. Already, FoodShot
is creating linkages between our partners and the
GroundBreaker equity and prize winners to support
further research and innovation, as well as engaging
with new partner organizations whose unique capacities

WE ARE INSPIRED BY THE LEVEL OF COLLABORATION,
LEADERSHIP AND VISION THAT FOOD SHOT GLOBAL
HAS PROVIDED. FOODSHOT GLOBAL HAS PULLED
TOGETHER A DIVERSE, INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF
INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT ARE ABLE
TO AMPLIFY THE SHARED ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE
OPENTEAM COLLABORATIVE, AND HAS ALREADY
ACCELERATED KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE TO IMPROVE SOIL
HEALTH EFFORTS GLOBALLY. I’M GRATEFUL TO BE PART
OF FOODSHOT’S NETWORK AND HAVE ALREADY FOUND

and resources can further amplify our collective efforts.

THE COMPOUNDING STRENGTH OF OUR AGRICULTURAL

Moving forward, FoodShot will continue to grow and be
a nexus point for stakeholders to collaborate as we face

NETWORKS ARE HELPING MAKE THE INVISIBLE BENEFITS

the world’s most urgent environmental and humanitarian

OF SOIL HEALTH VISIBLE AND HELPING TRANSFORM

challenges. Our hope is that FoodShot will be an agent
for positive food system transformation and serve as a
new model for collaborative investment and innovation.
We are especially eager to engage more with a global
group of innovators and entrepreneurs. As our networks

THE UNVALUED INTO THE VALUABLE.”
DORN COX
RESEARCH DIRECTOR, WOLFE’S NECK CENTER FOR AGRICULTURE AND
THE ENVIRONMENT, WINNER OF $35,000 GROUNDBREAKER SEED PRIZE

and partnerships expand, we will be able to attract
more investable and scalable applicants and nominees
from around the world, and we will be able to structure
more innovative blended finance investments to
catalyze scale and impact.
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REFLECTIONS & LESSONS LEARNED

GROUNDBREAKER EQUITY AWARD APPLICATIONS1

When it comes to innovations in soil health, there are

The power of machine intelligence unearths the core

several key insights that came out of the FoodShot

topics that are central to and at the periphery of those

challenge. We see tremendous potential in new

around the world advancing a new soil operating

technologies, including remote sensing, microbial

system. These networks provide an at-a-glance view

inputs, predictive analytics, and robotics. Advances in

into the groundbreaking work that our applications are

science and technology will be critical to restoring soil

doing around the world. From the maps, a couple of

health, but there are also broader issues to consider.

things are clear:

Farmers will not adopt or implement new tools if there

•

Soil is fundamental to all aspects of agriculture.

are no incentives to change the status quo. That is why,

The breadth of application clusters – from digital

along with technical advances, there are significant

platforms and supply chains to renewable energy

opportunities to innovate in terms of business models,

to row crops to bacteria – reflect the key role that

farmer outreach, and land management strategies.

soil health plays across food and agriculture.
•

It is also important to recognize how much remains
unknown about soil. “We know more now about

In order to achieve change, farmers should be at
the center of discussions about soil health.

•

Taking a systems approach to soil will create

the movement of the celestial bodies than the soil

benefits across the food and agriculture system

underfoot.” Leonardo DaVinci said this around the

because of the strong connections between soil,

year 1500, and it remains true today. There is still a

human health, and environmental sustainability.

GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE APPLICATIONS

need for fundamental science about soil and plant
interactions, of the type being done by Dr. De Deyn.
Another emerging field with great potential is
research about the relationship between soil
health and human health.
To better understand the thematic similarities and
differences between applicants, we turned to the
power of machine intelligence by partnering with
Quid, a San Francisco–based start-up whose natural
language processing software can read millions of news
articles and blog posts and synthesize them visually.
We used Quid to create topographical maps of all
applications for the Groundbreaker Equity Award and
the Groundbreaker Prize. Each node in these graphs
represents an individual application to FoodShot
Global; applications are grouped by their semantic
similarities to others in the set, creating colored
clusters that show us the major themes that were
discussed in each application.
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1

Each node represents a document. A node sized by degree represents the number of connections, or similarity to other nodes. Each cluster grouping is represented by a different color. Connections represent similar language used across nodes. Spread out cluster contain highly differentiated documents, while dense
clusters represent highly similar documents. Less distance between clusters indicates a higher number of inter-related documents. Centrally located nodes are
core to the overall network, indicating central topics and bridging ideas, whereas peripheral clusters are less central to the overall network.
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THE FOODSHOT PRIZE FUNDING IS
ENABLING US TO MOVE FORWARD WITH
EXPANDING THE COMET-FARM SYSTEM
TO COUNTRIES OUTSIDE THE US.
WE’RE ALSO USING THE FUNDS TO
LEVERAGE NEW OPPORTUNITIES TO GET
OUR TECHNOLOGY INTO THE MARKETPLACE
TO INCENTIVIZE HEALTHY SOILS AND
CLIMATE-SMART FARMING PRACTICES
AND BRING THOSE SOLUTIONS TO SCALE.
KEITH PAUSTIAN
UNIVERSITY DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF SOIL
AND CROP SCIENCES, COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
WINNER OF $250,000 GROUNDBREAKER PRIZE
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When it comes to specific areas of innovation that will

Dr. De Deyn’s work, which looks at soil-plant

be important for the future of soil health, several key

interactions, including the actual functions that

themes emerged:

are carried out by various microbes under given

•

New sensing technologies continue to improve.

environmental conditions, has incredible

We saw applications from companies using spectral

groundbreaking potential to address this challenge.

imaging, drone surveillance, and satellite data to

Once these functions and the associated microbial

better understand soil activity, but there is still lots of

communities are better understood, we anticipate

room for technical advancement. For example, there

even greater efficacy in microbial inputs.

is no reliable remote sensing method to quantify

•

•

Context is everything. Soil management varies

soil carbon content. Progress in remotely measuring

widely based on soil type, crop selection, weather,

soil carbon content will enable more widespread

weed/pest pressure, and other factors. There are

adoption of carbon markets and rewards for farmers

some practices – cover cropping, crop rotations,

to provide ecosystem services, such as soil carbon

etc. – that seem to apply universally, but there is a

sequestration. Data from this type of remote sensing

need to understand the environmental, societal,

could be integrated into the COMET tool to further

and community context when identifying potential

improve its usefulness as a decision support tool.

interventions to improve soil health. For example,

We are also eager to see a reduction in the cost

local crop insurance policies and market forces

and complexity of soil analysis tools so that farmers

could disincentivize certain beneficial practices or

around the world can access the information they

make it virtually impossible for farmers to afford

need to improve soil health.

new technologies. Soil is at the base of the food

A better understanding of the microbiome could be

system, and a systemic approach is needed to

a gamechanger. There are more soil microorganisms

create fundamental and lasting change.

in a teaspoon of healthy soil than there are people
on the earth. Indeed, we saw many applications

As we work with our partners and networks to

looking to manipulate soil microbiomes to restore

support the Innovating Soil 3.0 GroundBreaker

ecosystem function, but the majority of soil microbes

equity and prize winners and finalists, we are

have not yet been isolated, and molecular details

continuing to learn more about the critical role of soil.

underlying their functions are largely unknown. This

That’s why, even as we prepare to launch a second

is why companies like Trace Genomics, which map

challenge focused on protein, soil will remain at the

the soil microbiome, have so much potential. At the

foundation of FoodShot’s activities. There is still work

same time, it is critical to go beyond a predictive

to be done in building and implementing a new soil

understanding of gene function based on the

operating system. Please stay tuned to learn more

genome/ metagenome to understand actual

about how FoodShot will put our commitment to

functions carried out by the soil microbiome in situ.

soil health into practice over the coming year.
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FOUNDING PARTNERS

PARTNERS

www.foodshot.org

